
Sene Model Aquisition for a Photo-RealistiPreditive DisplayTim Burkert1 and Georg Passig1Institute for Real-Time Computer Systems, Tehnishe Universit�at M�unhen,D-80333 Munih, Germany, georg.passig�rs.ei.tum.de,WWW home page: http://www.rs.ei.tum.de/Abstrat. Preditive displays have proven their suitability to ompen-sate time delays in the visual feedbak of teleoperation appliations. Us-ing amera images for texture mapping and a geometri model of theremote sene photo-realisti preditions an be ahieved. The aim of thepresented work is the aquisition and update of a geometri sene modelof the remote sene using amera images. A hierarhial struture ofthe model is desribed, that failitates the transformation of 3D pointlouds to a polygon-based desription for omputer graphis. In additionto the onepts, some experimental results in sene reonstrution arepresented.1 Introdution
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teleoperatorFig. 1. Teleoperation senario with a photo-realisti preditive displayIn a ommon teleoperation system, ations of the human operator suh asmotions of his hand and head are measured by pose-traking devies and adata-glove. These ations are mapped into ommands whih are sent over theommuniation network. The latter auses a delay before the robot exeutesthe ommands. Video images as feedbak of the operation are transmitted bak



2through the same ommuniation hannel, adding an extra delay before theyan be displayed. It is the aim of this work to ompensate for these disturbingdelays using a photorealisti preditive display.Several variations of preditive displays have been suggested, whih superim-pose simple [18℄ or omplex [1, 12, 13, 25℄ graphis on amera images (augmentedreality), or ompletely replae them by syntheti images (virtual reality) [9℄.An overview of researh related to time delays in teleoperation an be foundin [22℄.In ontrast to image based approahes for the predition of senes as used insome of the above approahes and [10℄, an expliit polygonal mesh representa-tion is hosen in the presented system. Only the loal availability of geometry,kinematis and dynamis of the remote sene allow predition of sene ontent.Simpli�ation of generated meshes nevertheless permits fast rendering of evenomplex senes. A good survey of the vast area of mesh simpli�ation is presentedin [6, 8℄.The need for sene models in autonomous robotis has been a major soureof researh in the past years but with growing interest in virtual reality theemphasis of modeling shifts more to visual qualities of the models.Reonstrution and rendering of real objets and senes has been disussedfor many purposes. The Virtualized RealityTM projet by Kanade et al. [11℄ usesa sea of ameras around the sene to reate digitized 3D-models of real-worldevents. Multi-baseline-stereo, visual hull tehniques or a ombination of themare usually used in suh systems [3, 26, 7℄. In a variety of other projets visualhulls are reonstruted for virtual reality in real-time [16℄, some of them withhardware-aeleration on graphis ards [15, 14℄. In ontrast to the presentedapproah they rely on multiple ameras surrounding the sene of interest.Immersive interation in the ontext of video onferening is ommonly basedon polynoular stereo systems for fast and aurate model generation [17, 20℄.Synhronized ameras faing the user in an ar are interpreted in di�erent om-binations as bi- and trinoular stereo systems.Systems with a single moveable amera allow the exploration of large un-known senes [19℄. Capturing textured 3D models of historial items based onamera vision is one of the leading senarios in this area. The problem of ameraregistration adds omplexity in those approahes.In ontrast to some of the mentioned approahes, the presented work uses asingle stereo amera mounted on a pan-tilt unit. This allows later expansion ofthe system into a mobile platform for telepresene.Among the most omparable systems Sequeira et al. [21℄ presented an au-tonomous robot reonstruting textured three dimensional environment models.They rely on laser range sensor information for extrating model informationand video ameras as soure for textures.Setion 2 introdues the overall onept and the preditive display. The a-quisition of sene models is explained in setion 3. The paper loses with �rstresults in setion 4 and a onlusion in setion 5.



32 System OverviewFigure 1 shows the struture of a teleoperation senario inorporating the pre-ditive display. Ations of the human operator, suh as motions of his hand andhead are measured by pose-traking devies and a data-glove. These ations aremapped into ommands that are transmitted over the ommuniation networkand are exeuted by the robot. This �rst transmission indues a delay betweenthe generation of a ommand and its exeution due to the lateny of the network.Next, the video images showing the exeution of the ommands are sent bakover the network to the operator. This seond transmission again adds a delay,onsisting of the lateny of the network and the transmission time of the imagedata.In order to obtain an immediate visual feedbak, the loal sene model is on-tinuously modi�ed aording to the ommands. Based on this model, a synthetiimage is generated and presented to the operator via a head-mounted display(HMD) with no notieable time delay. In parallel, the sene model is updatedby the sensor information aquired by the teleoperator.Photo-realism is ahieved by extrating textures from delayed real images.These are then used for rendering the predited images. To keep the preditionas aurate as possible and to ope with hanges of illumination in the remotesene, the textures also have to be ontinuously updated and veri�ed.2.1 Sene PreditionThe atual sene predition is desribed in detail in [2℄. A short overview is givenhere to larify the appliation and the demands for the model aquisition.Fast extration of the required textures is one of the the main hallenges.The onept is shown in �gure 2-left. Textures are extrated from images takenby the teleoperator`s ameras. Besides the image the sene model at the timethe image was taken as well as the intrinsi and extrinsi amera parametersmust be known. The following steps are performed for extrating textures fromone amera image.For eah polygon an appropriate area in the amera image is determinedby alulating the projetion of its verties using the amera parameters. Thebounding boxes enlosing these areas are stored as textures.Parts of textures ontain invalid olor information when a polygon is oludedby another one. This leads to parts of objets in the front being drawn on objetsin the bakground during rendering. Therefore in a next step suh areas aredeteted and marked as invalid in the textures.So far a perfet amera registration and a perfetly modeled remote environ-ment were assumed. In reality these assumptions do not hold. Wrong parts ofthe amera image are assigned to polygons. This auses artifats in the textures.Therefore unertain information is disarded.Up to this point the textures ontain the perspetive of the amera image.They are now normalized, i.e. eah texture is transformed into a view orthogonal
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camera image virtual viewFig. 2. Texture extration and renderingtoward the orresponding polygon. As a result the required texture memory fora polygon is diretly proportional to the polygon`s size.For eah polygon there may already be a texture extrated from older ameraimages. This texture is merged with the new one. The result ontains all olorinformation from the urrent image plus the \holes" �lled as far as possible withold information.Finally, parts of textures that still ontain no valid information (e.g. partsof polygons that were never visible) are �lled. This is done by interpolating theolor information at the border of suh \holes".To aelerate the proessing large parts of the algorithms are performed di-retly on the graphis ard using OpenGL.The rendering of the predited sene is a standard rendering algorithm usingthe previously extrated textures (�g. 2-right). The parameters of the alibratedHMD are used for the projetion.3 Aquisition of the Sene Model3.1 Sene ModelA sene model for telepresene appliations has to meet some speial require-ments. The manipulator, the tools, and the objets to be manipulated are inthe enter of the user's attention. Errors in the model, high update latenies,and low modeling resolution are ritial fators for these objets beause they



5disturb or even impair the user in exeuting his task. Information about theposition of objets in this foreground is either known (i.e. the teleoperator) orhas to be aquired by objet traking. All other parts of the sene, the user doesnot interat with diretly, have to be modeled to improve the user's orientationand depth impression: even small movements of the user's head produe a strongdepth ue when the foreground shifts against the bakground. No syntati in-formation about it is needed, therefore no objet reognition or loalization hasto be performed. Low update rates are suÆient. This work fousses on the a-quisition and update of the bakground. An overview of the image proessingsystem is shown in �gure 3.
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Pose of ObjectsFig. 3. Image proessing system overviewThe aquisition of the sene model is not a bound proess. Rather thandealing with a limited set of images with assoiated 3D data, a sequene ofimage data with open end has to be proessed. Every time a new image is taken,the model has to be updated aordingly. DiÆult problems like the limitation ofmodel size, error aumulation over time and fusion of new data into the existingmodel arise.Following the data ow, this setion will begin with some basis of imageaquisition and some preproessing steps. Extration of depth data from stereoimages leads to segmentation and triangulation of 3D voxeldata. Fusion of sub-sequent images into a sene model is ompleted by the transmission of new dataover the ommuniation hannel to the preditive display.



63.2 Camera ModelMetri information about the sene has to be retrieved, so a alibration of theintrinsi and extrinsi amera parameters has to be performed. A pinhole ameramodel with �rst order radial distortion is used. HALCON { a ommerial imageproessing tool 1 { is used to determine the intrinsi parameters of eah amerausing a alibration pattern. The extrinsi parameters are estimated following theonepts and using the software of Z. Zhang [27℄. The resulting projetion matri-es are saled to eulidian spae using one stereo image of the known alibrationtable.3.3 Image Reti�ationTo be able to run an area-based stereo algorithm eÆiently san line orrespon-dene between the two images is useful. Straight and parallel epipolar lines areof ourse not found in pratie, so reti�ation of the images is performed. Af-ter removing radial distortion an aÆne reti�ation transformation alulatedfrom the real projetion matries of the ameras [5℄ is applied. This ombinedreti�ation transformation an be expressed as a simple look-up-table that isalulated o�ine after amera alibration. For eah pixel in a reti�ed targetimage it holds the two oordinates in the original image from whih the olor ofthe target image should be taken (using bilinear interpolation).3.4 Depth ExtrationTwo similar stereo systems are used at the moment in the projet to generatedisparity images out of reti�ed stereo images: A home grown standard area-based stereo approah mostly following [24, 4℄ will be explained in detail in thissetion. It is ompeting with the ommerially available Small Vision System2.
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Fig. 4. Left amera image (a), a slie of the ost matrix (b) of the sanline markedblak in (a), and the resulting disparity image ()Cost Matrix. Retangular windows in the two images are ompared usinga ost funtion. The result, i.e. the ost for a math at a ertain disparity d at a1 www.mvte.om2 www.videredesign.om



7single pixel position in the referene image, is used to build a ost matrix withdimension width � dmax for eah sanline as shown in �gure 4 b. Normalizedross orrelation (ZNCC) is used as ost funtion.Best Math. A deision on whih disparity is the orret one for eah pixelin the referene image is based on the entries in the ost matrix. For performaneissues, line by line dynami programming is preferred over an approah using theentire image for optimization[28℄. It has onstant alulation time and it providesgood results ompared to the simple maximum searh. The Extended Neighbour-hood Cost funtion proposed by Falkenhagen [4℄ is used for the alulation of thebest path through the ost matrix slie.Olusion Detetion and Con�dene Test. Oluded regions in one im-age show a harateristi orrespondene pattern in the disparity path of a sanline. Multiple pixels in one image are mapped to one single pixel in the other.These oluded areas an not be onsidered as trustworthy and are thereforemarked as invalid in the disparity image.For eah stereo pair, one disparity image relative to eah amera image is gen-erated and ompared. Pixels that do not satisfy this right to left on�dene testare marked as invalid, sine the two disparity images hold di�erent informationfor a given point in the sene.Subpixel Auray and Hole Filling in the Disparity Map. Subpixelauray an be obtained by referring one more to the entries of the ost matrix.The exat disparity at a pixel orresponds to the position of the maximum of aparabola mathed to the entries of the ost matrix at d� 1; d and d+ 1.Small invalid areas and outliers in the disparity map are �lled with neigh-boring disparity values. To redue the visible errors in the virtual model viewthese holes are always �lled with the smallest disparity in the neighborhood.3.5 Struture of the Sene ModelIn polygonal models based on depth information, polygons serve as an abstra-tion layer of the 3D voxel data. Eah resulting triangle is based on its own groupof voxels in voxel spae. The smaller triangles get, the more they are vulnerableto noise in this sensory input. As a onsequene one gets signi�ant variationsof the normal vetors of triangles, even within learly at areas (i.e. the oor ina room). To avoid these problems an abstration layer between voxel spae andtriangles is introdued: point louds. The voxel data an now be segmented intoregions with similar harateristis before appropriate triangulation.3.6 Eigenbasis of Point CloudsAs a main harateristis of a point loud M of data points fxg one would beinterested in its \atness". A point loud an be desribed as at if its vari-ane along its normal vetor is small ompared to its variane along the otheroordinate axes. To �nd the eigenbasis, a oordinate system aligned with the



8diretions of maximum variane, the data set has to be shifted into the originso that Efxg = 0 and the ovariane C of fxg has to be alulated:C = 1M MXk=1 xkxTk (1)The eigenvalues �i of C orrespond diretly to the variane along the axes of thenew oordinate system, the eigenvetors ai. Reapitulating it an be said thatC ai = �iai (2)y = AT (x�m) with m = Efxg (3)A = Matrix of eigenvetors of CA = (a1; a2; a3) ; �1 > �2 > �33.7 Segmentation of Voxel Data into Planar PathesThe voxel data for an image has to be segmented into point louds with di�erentproperties. Simply speaking, all planar pathes in the sene should be found,beause their initial triangulation is very simple and fast. One small at pathesare found, they an be grown iteratively, but initially �nding them is the �rsthallenge. When many uniformly distributed pathes are used as seeds for theevaluation of their \atness" their size is a ritial fator. A tradeo� betweenreliability of their eigenbase (pathes are too small) and proessing ost has tobe found. A good guess for starting regions is therefore desirable to onsiderablyspeed up the detetion of planar pathes.The proess of seletion of seed pathes, evaluation and iterative growth isdone twie: Using 2D region growing one on the original amera images and oneon the depth map. Eah point loud orresponding to a path is transformed intoits eigenbase. Comparing eah point's oordinates to limits based on the varianealong the respetive axis, outliers are removed and the eigenbase is realulated.Di�erent quality riteria are now evaluated for the pathes to deide if they areat:{ Unstable Orientation: To hek the stability of the new eigenbase, theproedure of reduing outliers is repeated one more. If the normal vetorhanges for more than a small angle during this seond redution, the pathan neither be very reliable nor at.{ Unbalaned Eigenvalues: If the seond smallest eigenvalue is not onsid-erably larger than the smallest, one an not be sure of the orret normaldiretion of the path. This ondition is more likely to our further awayfrom the amera, sine the position unertainty along the amera axis growswith the distane.{ Large Eigenvalues indiate non-at areas.



9The remaining pathes are now extended with points in their viinity whosenormal distane to the plane is small enough. The eigenbase of the growingplane is realulated, whenever the number of points has onsiderably inreased.Growth stops when there are no more mathing points, or when a path startsgetting too frayed. Figures 5 and 6 show an image, its disparity map and thepathes before and after seletion and growth.The desribed proess is now repeated for newly reated seed pathes this timebased on the disparity image.
Fig. 5. A reti�ed amera image, its disparity map and a set of seeds for at pathes

Fig. 6. Seeds for planar pathes after seletion and growth and the �nal result3.8 Model StrutureThe sene model is designed in three layers: Point louds, voxel data, andtriangle-vertex information.Point louds \own" their voxels and manage the data assoiated with them:The ovariane matrix, a 2D regionorresponding to the projetion using the atual amerapose, boundary data, and a list of triangles. The trianglemesh itself is topologially onneted through pointers asdepited to the right. Edge
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103.9 TriangulationIn a typial �ne to oarse mesh generation, one usually starts by transformingthe disparity data into a very �ne triangle mesh. For a typial disparity image(320x240, sparse), this method reates about 38,000 triangles. The subsequentmesh thinning would spend most of its proessing time reduing this informa-tion to 1/10th. By hoosing an adapted initial triangulation this unneessaryalulation time an be redued at the ost of a slightly higher overall error inthe �nal mesh.All point louds are triangulated independently. Constrained 2D delaunay tri-angulation is used to generate a mesh out of non-uniformly distributed vertieswith onneting edges in a path. Three di�erent soures of onstraining inputdata for the triangulation an be identi�ed:{ The outer borders of pathes are approximated by line segments. Their end-points are used as verties, the edges are used as triangle edges (�g. 7, left).{ Borders of neighboring pathes are input as onstraints into the triangula-tion.{ Borders of holes within a path are treated just like outer borders.The result are vertex points, edge segments, and holes that are passed to the on-strained 2D-Delaunay triangulation. The software pakage \Triangle" of JonathanShewhuk [23℄ is used for this triangulation with great suess.Point louds an exist in planar and unplanar versions, so speial measures haveto be taken, to triangulate unplanar areas orretly. To ahieve this, the depthimage is �ltered for depth disontinuities (using a kirsh �lter mask). The re-sulting 2D onstraint map is used within the 2D triangulation as a onstraintfor the triangle size. Summing up the (squared) entries in the onstraint mapwithin the triangle area gives a riterion for the deision if a triangle has to besubdivided further by adding steiner points to the mesh. Figure 7, right, showsa triangulation omposed solely out of unonneted at pathes as seen from adi�erent amera pose.
Fig. 7. Triangulation



113.10 Mesh OptimizationMesh optimization is always a tradeo� between the number of triangles, thequality of the mesh, and proessing time. Operations for mesh optimizationan roughly be split into three groups. Operations like edge swapping andmoving verties do not hange the number of triangles, but an redue theerror. Deimation tehniques like removing a vertex or ollapsing an edgeto a point redue the number of triangles and inrease the overall error in themesh. Re�nement and subdivision methods redue the error but inrease thenumber of triangles. A vertex is reated by splitting an edge into two at anarbitrary point. Most operations are apable of introduing irreversible errors inthe logial struture of the mesh when applied to speial triangle on�gurations.Speial are has to be taken to detet suh operations.The mesh optimization should reah an optimum between alulation timeand quality of the result. All methods mentioned above an be freely ombinedwhen approahing this aim, but no guideline on how to �nd an optimal ombi-nation in terms of proessing time and resulting mesh quality an be found. Inthe presented system a starting mesh with adaptive medium resolution is gen-erated as desribed before. It is optimized with one pass of edge swapping anddeimated with edge ollapses until a spei�ed maximum mesh error is reahed.The edge ollapse is applied to the edge whose ollapse would reate the lowestinrease in the error of all neighboring triangles.3.11 Fusion of Di�erent ViewsEah new view of the sene must be used to update the model information. Thisis done by diret omparison of the new disparity map with the existing model.To failitate this proess, a simulated disparity map is reated from the existingmodel using the new amera position. This allows a pixel by pixel deision on thenew disparity map. To allow the use of meaningful deision limits, the pixels arebak-projeted into 3D voxels using the disparity value, the pixels oordinates(x,y), and the alibration data of the reti�ed amera system. Depending onwhere a voxel is found relative to the existing model, hanges in the model areinitiated. If a voxel is found behind a triangle, the triangle is removed and thepoint loud is updated aordingly. If it is lose to a point loud, it is assoiatedto it. A new point loud is reated in all other ases. This deision is done on avoxel by voxel basis, but hanges in the model are only initiated, if a suÆientnumber of voxels imply a hange. Figure 9 shows the fusion of two images for asimpli�ed ase without point louds.4 Results4.1 Experimental SetupFor the measurement of the operator's movements, the information of an Asen-sion Flok of Birds magneti sensor system is used. Sensors are mounted in a



12gripper and on the Sony HMD800 head-mounted display that displays the ur-rently predited view. The position of the user`s hand ontrols a 7-joint modularroboti system in an anthropomorph, right-hand on�guration. A pan-tilt unitompletes the mehani system. Two Sony DFW-V500 �rewire ameras with8mm lenses mounted in an approximately parallel on�guration 0.12m horizon-tally apart from eah other or a MEGAD stereo amera from Videre-Design areused as image sensors. Polarizing lenses redue reetions in the sene. The am-era system an also be mounted on a tripod to allow translational movements.Latenies of the transmission hannel are simulated by adding a delay to theunidiretional ontrol ow from the traking system to the manipulator and thepan-tilt head.The omputer graphis alulations are performed on a standard PC with anAMD Athlon Proessor with 1GHz and 512MB DDR-RAM. The graphis ard isbased on an NVidia Gefore 4 Ti4600 Proessor with 128MB memory. OpenGL1.3 is used as graphis API on a Linux system. Image proessing is also done ona Linux system based on a Intel PIII with 733MHz and 256MB RDRAM.4.2 Current Implementation StatusPhoto-realisti sene predition without notieable time delay an already beshown in the system when the display is based on a manually aquired model (likethe model in �g. 2). Most of the algorithms onerning memory and alulationintensive textures are exeuted diretly on the graphis hardware. Reasonable ex-eution times are ahieved even on onsumer graphis ards. The predited seneis rendered with about 100 frames per seond. The time for extrating texturesdepends on the model. In the example from �gure 2 a sene with about 2,000polygons this time is usually about 500ms. An mpeg-video of a motion in a pre-dited senario an be found at http://www.rs.ei.tum.de/researh/rovi/tele/.The exeution time of the image proessing part is urrently not suÆientfor a fast model update. For images with the resolution of about 320x240 and amaximum disparity of 45 pixels the alulation of the disparity is performed in4.5s inluding right-to-left on�dene test and subpixel auray. Segmentationof the disparity image is done in about 15s, but espeially this module is not im-plemented in an eÆient way. The exeution time for the reation of onstrainingedges around the pathes and their 2D triangulation averages out at 1s but isdepending on the number and omplexity of pathes. Deimation of very �nemeshes takes about 25s (reduing the number of triangles from 2,800 to 800) fora ompletely unknown sene. When only parts of the sene have to be retrian-gulated all mentioned times after stereo proessing redue linearly. Until now noe�ort was put into a speed-optimized implementation of the segmentation andtriangulation.Closed-loop operation of the system with fast omputer graphis and slowermodel update has already been tested. A stable traking of objets in the fore-ground and registration of the amera in the sene are missing steps to ompleteintegration of the system. The proess of triangulation, deimation and fusion oftriangle meshes is illustrated in �gures 8 and 9. As the image proessing system



13undergoes a major redesign at the moment, these examples are still based on asoftware version without planar pathes and with simple triangle onstraints.
Fig. 8. A reti�ed amera image, its disparity map, the initial triangulation and thedeimated result mesh
Fig. 9. A reti�ed amera image with di�erent amera pose, its un�ltered disparitymap, the �ltered map with the existing model and the result mesh5 Conlusion and Future WorkThis paper desribed the onepts and an implementation of a system for au-tomati sene model aquisition in the ontext of telepresene. A fast low-ostsene reonstrution based on stereo images, and a photo-realisti visualizationbased on texture mapping whih uses low-ost 3D graphis ards and OpenGLwere presented.Future work will fous on ompletion and speedup of the image proessingsystem and the integration of di�erent 3D data types into one model. Furtherexperiments will be onduted with di�erent roboti systems and senarios in-luding endosopi surgery and mobile robotis.In the setor of texture extration, we are working on an algorithm for fail-itating texture extration in parallel to rendering.6 AknowledgementThis work was supported in part by the German Researh Foundation (DFG)within the Collaborative Researh Centre SFB 453 on \High-Fidelity Telepres-ene and Teleation".
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